Highlights

Today's report is a summary of only new items posted since our last situation report. Rescue operations in the district have been hampered due to the bad weather today. It is reported that the following locations are accessible by road: the districts of Gorkha, Nuwakot, Dhading, Sindhupalchok, Kavrepalanchock, Dolakha, Kaski, and Kalikasthan in Rasuwa Districts. Updated roads maps are available from the Logistics Cluster Nepal Operation website: http://logcluster.org/ops/nepal with additional organisations also working to develop road access maps.

Reports that no relief has yet reached the following villages, all VDCs 20k away from epicenter (source):

- Ghyachock (coordinates: 28.250000, 84.71)
- Warpak (coordinates: 28.210368, 84.742003)
- Gumda (coordinates: 28.210000, 84.83)
- Uhya (coordinates: 28.300000, 84.883333)
- Sirdibas (coordinates: 28.410000, 84.8)
- Bhandari Gaun, part of larger village area of 6,000 inhabitants

To help with community dialogues and reports, Facebook groups are emerging by district including

- Gorkha Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1604740549740317/
- Dhading Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/557017441105429/
- Sindhupalchowk Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/288339144623227/

Our live situation report can be accessed at http://humanityroad.org/apr25nepalquake/

Twitter handles
@Humanityroad
@Disasteranimals
@jAidDog

Facebook pages
Humanity Road
Animals in Disaster

Contact: support@humanityroad.org

About Humanity Road: Founded in 2010 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation, Humanity Road is a leader in the field of online disaster response. Through skilled and self-directed work teams, Humanity Road and its network of global volunteers aim to provide the public and disaster responders worldwide with timely
and accurate aid information. Providing such information helps individuals survive, sustain, and reunite with loved ones. For more information, please visit www.humanityroad.org.
**Updates 28 April:**

**AID COORDINATION:**
The organization SBTF reports that 127 agencies, governmental teams and groups of volunteers are deployed in Nepal (source)


**COMMUNICATIONS:**
- Skype is making all calls to landlines and mobiles in and out of Nepal free of charge, with immediate effect. ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/))

- The FCC is helping the effort to restore communications. ([Source](http://logcluster.org/ops/nepal))

**COMMUNITIES IN NEED:**
Rescue operations in the district have been hampered due to the bad weather today. It is reported that the following locations are accessible by road: the districts of Gorkha, Nuwakot, Dhading, Sindhupalchok, Kavrepalanchok, Dolakha, Kaski, and Kalikasthan in Rasuwa Districts. Rural roads from the main district headquarters to the remote locations requires further access assessments. Updated roads maps are available from the Logistics Cluster Nepal Operation website: [http://logcluster.org/ops/nepal](http://logcluster.org/ops/nepal) with additional organisations also working to develop road access maps.

Drones available for search and rescue. They're on standby. Contact Tony Whelan +9779818753594 or at Dwarika's- 977-1-4479488. ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/))

**Bhaktapur District** (coordinates: 27.674709, 85.429550)
- 28 Apr (new): People still trapped under rubble (source: Shashank Shresta & translator’s friends & family). People need food, water and tents & rescue teams ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/)).
- 29 Apr (new): In Bhaktapur, a gentleman is taking care of more than 40 kids who need food - 9841796550. ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/))

**Dhading District** (coordinates: 27.866667, 84.916667)
- 28 Apr (new) Dhadhing Facebook Group created: ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/))
- 28 Apr (new): Dhading needs urgent help. No food, shelter, tent, clothes for survivors. ([source](http://kathmandulivinglabs.org/blog/))

**Gorkha District** (coordinates: 28.000000, 84.633333)
- 28 Apr Gorkha Group: [https://www.facebook.com/groups/1604740549740317/](https://www.facebook.com/groups/1604740549740317/)
● 27 Apr (new): Saurpani, a village of 5,000-6,000 inhabitants. Hundreds feared dead and reports suggest rescue teams have yet to reach here (source).

27 Apr (new): Reports that no relief has yet reached the following villages, all VDCs 20k away from epicenter (source):
- Ghyachock (coordinates: 28.250000, 84.71)
- Warpak (coordinates: 28.210368, 84.742003)
- Gumda (coordinates: 28.210000, 84.83)
- Uhya (coordinates: 28.300000, 84.883333)
- Sirdibas (coordinates: 28.410000, 84.8)

Kathmandu District:

28 Apr (new): Sankhu (coordinates: 27.716667, 85.45) - heritage town in NW KTM Valley, nearly flattened. Needs support. Odor is spreading. (source)

Kavrepalanchok District: (coordinates: 27.616667, 85.55)

28 Apr (new): Need immediate response Kavre district (Nala, Deupur, Paanchkhal and Mandan) (source)
28 Apr (new): Families in Panauti 3, Kavre urgently need food, clothes, help. (Cont: Bidur 9808663986 / 9841430841) (source)
27 Apr (new): Bhandari Gaun (27.576926, 85.529450), part of larger village area of 6,000 inhabitants. Hundreds feared dead, reports suggest rescue team have yet to reach here (source)

Lalitpur District (coordinates: 27.666667, 85.316667)

28 Apr (new): Our team of 8 visited camps in Harisiddhi area, situation there is really bad. Most of the camps are in need of immediate medical attention. Due to the poor hygiene, small kids are facing skin diseases. One of the kids from the camp who is just 1 year old is severely sick and his face is covered with rashes and mosquito bites. We rushed him and his mother to near by health post with the help of locals but we couldn't get support because there were no doctors. Location on Google Map: http://bit.ly/1EN79eb (Source)

Langtang Region (coordinates: 28.266701, 85.616699)

27 Apr (new): 300 people stranded in Kyanjin Gompa coordinates: (28.213737, 85.526021), in need of food (source)
28 Apr (new): Group of people - unknown number - need food, water & rescue (coordinates: 28.154815, 85.398595) (source)

Nuwakot District (coordinates: 28.137853, 83.872482)

27 Apr (new): Trishuli City - 95% of homes have been destroyed (source)
28 Apr (new): Nuwakot, Kalyanpur ward no 6 needs food. Contact Sujan Tamang 9813383384 (source)

http://humanityroad.org
support@humanityroad.org
Sindhupalchok District (coordinates:27.951203,85.684578)
- 28 Apr Sindupalchowk Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/288339144623227/
- 28 Apr (new): Police persons were killed as their office collapsed in the quake. Due to the collapse of the police office and disruption of communications, it has been very difficult to collect data on deaths and damages, said Krishna Gyawali, Chief District Officer from Sindupalchowk (via email)

MEDICAL SITUATION OVERVIEW:
- Reports of the number of injured is gradually decreasing in Kathmandu hospitals, however relief and tents are still needed for villages (source)
- With the lack of safe drinking water after the April 25 earthquake, people in Khokana village, the southern outskirt of the Kathmandu Valley, have begun suffering from diarrhea. Although the villagers initially received treatment at local health posts, the number of the sufferers increased. One report states that more than 100 diarrhoea patients have been provided treatment at a health camps run by a joint team of Nepal Army and the Bangladesh Army. (Trusted source via email)

MEDICAL NEEDS:
- Bhaktapur District (coordinates: 27.674709,85.429550)
  - 28 Apr (new): Siddhi Memorial hospital, (coordinates:27.668368, 85.43256) needs emergency drugs, gloves, ORS and antibiotics, detailed list will be published here (source)
  - 27 Apr (new): Couple in need of urgent medical aid - Liwali (coordinates: 27.670963, 85.439169), behind Surya Binayak. Phone number: 9841791480 (source)
  - 28 Apr (new): B&B Hospital in Bhaktapur is overcrowded; many lying outdoors. (source) (source)
- Dhading district (coordinates: 27.971136, 84.898478), One Heart World-Wide medical camp is looking for two orthopedic surgeons, two ER doctors and two OR nurses to go to Nepal immediately for 2-3 weeks for a medical camp in Dhading. (source)
- Kathmandu District
  - 27 Apr (new): Doctors still desperately needed. Requested to sign-up @MSF_India (source)
  - 28 Apr (new): Sankhu town (coordinates: 27.512508,85.329129) needs phenyl and hospital masks (source)
  - 28 Apr (new): Dhulikhel Hospital - Tents, blankets, medical supplies and mattresses needed. (source)
- Sindhupalchok District (coordinates:27.951203,85.684578)
  - 28 Apr (new): from volunteers headed toward Barhabise-Dhuskun - the situation is worse, and there is an urgent need for medical teams and supplies. (source)
● General requirements:
  ○ 27 Apr (new): Hemodialysis machines (source)
  ○ 28 Apr (new): analgesics, psychologists, counsellors and neurosurgeons (lots of spinal & head injuries). Also require battery packs (source)

MEDICAL HELP:
● 28 Apr: Bhaktapur Cancer Hospital is providing x-rays free of charge. Contact is Rajaram Tajale, tel:9841334579 (source)

SHELTERS:
Prior to the quake, The Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) identified 83 safe open spaces across Kathmandu Valley which could be used for humanitarian response following an emergency. KML map and google group located here https://sites.google.com/site/kathmanduopenspaces/home

Airbnb has activated their emergency accommodation tool for people who need a place to stay or people who have free accommodations in or near Kathmandu. https://www.airbnb.co.uk/disaster/nepal-earthquake

Kathmandu Airport is serving as shelter to tourists stranded (Source)

Jawalakhel, Lalitpur area can find shelter in St. Mary’s High School and for Bhaktapur you can go to Birendra sainik (Source)